OUR MAIN
GOAL?
TO HELP
YOU MEET
YOURS.

ABOUT US

Essential Recruiting Resources LLC. is a Leadership recruiting/talent
acquisition consulting firm that partners with clients from all over the
globe to provide them with the talent and tools they need for their
businesses to thrive. We take a strategic approach and the first step
in our strategy is always the same; we listen to, and understand, our
clients’ needs before doing anything else.
If you take a look at our logo you may notice it resembles a building
block; this is no accident. We believe that top talent, as well as
practical and cost-effective recruiting processes, are critical building
blocks that support the base of every great business. Over the last
15+ years we have built an extensive network of relationships across
numerous industries and geographies; we are ready to tap into that
network to strengthen your business foundation.

“I’ve had the pleasure to work with Essential Recruiting Resources,
LLC. and Aaron Butler closely over the last 6 months. Every interaction
has been professional and impressive. Aaron brings his intelligence,
knowledge, and unique ability to find top talent for difficult prerequisites
while providing creative solutions that drive results that everyone loves.
You won’t regret partnering with Essential Recruiting Resources, LLC.”

Jeanine S.
Client, Government Services Industry

OUR
SERVICES
• Direct placement services
• Resume sourcing services
• Talent Acquisition Process Analysis, Design,
and Implementation
• Job Description and Interview Guide/
Materials Development
• Application Tracking System (ATS) Evaluation,
Selection, and Implementation
Essential Recruiting Resources, LLC. has experience
in industries including but not limited to:
• Accounting and Finance
• Distribution
• Engineering
• Environmental Health & Safety
• Government Services
• Healthcare
• Hospitality
• Information Technology
• Legal and Professional Services
• Manufacturing
• Marketing and Advertising
• Transportation

AARON BUTLER - FOUNDER AND CEO
Over the past two decades Aaron Butler has excelled in staffing,
corporate recruiting, and human resources environments. His exposure
to numerous processes, methodologies and technologies has enabled
him to build a recruiting acumen centered around doing what works and
throwing out what doesn’t work. The result? An efficient and effective
recruiting partner that knows how to hone in on the goal.

OUR MISSION
To never stop learning and improving. We seek out the latest and greatest
methodologies, techniques and tools for talent acquisition in order to
provide our business partners with the most up-to-date and cuttingedge options for their needs.
OUR VALUES
Essential Recruiting Resources, LLC. believes that all values worth having
stem from one indispensable source; Integrity. After all, if your business
partners don’t have integrity then do their other values really matter?
We will always do what is best and right for our clients which is why our
clients continue to put their trust in us time and time again.

CONTACT US
615-568-2654
abutler@essentialrecruitingllc.com
essentialrecruitingllc.com

